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Check out FL Studio 10 video demo...
Posted by dan carrone - 2011/04/16 18:48
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Check out FL Studio 10 video demo... 
http://www.504productions.com/store/fl_studio.php 

FL Studio 10 What's New?  
100's of improvements, additions & bugfixes featuring: 

64 Bit Plugin Support - The Wrapper now automatically detects 64 bit plugins and opens them in 64 Bit
'Bridged' mode (see below). 

'New Pattern' (+) Button - On the Channel Window / Step Sequencer. Add a Pattern and open the
naming window. 

Small Scrollbars in Editors - Smaller scrollbar for the Piano roll, Event Editor, Playlist etc. See F10 >
General Settings. 

Horizontal Zoom - Improved Playlist, Piano roll & Event Editor. 

Improved Memory Management - Two changes have been made to lower demands on FL Studio's
memory allocation. 1. 32 & 64 Bit VST plugins can be opened in 'Bridged' mode. The maximum memory
available to the plugin will be at least 2 Gb for 32 Bit Windows and up to 192 Gb depending on your
version of 64 Bit Windows. 2. Audio Clips & Sampler Channels Keep on disk option now opens the
sample in a separate memory allocation. Each Audio Clip / Sampler Channel can now load a sample of
at least 2 Gb for 32 Bit & 64 Bit Windows versions. 

Improved Audio Options - ASIO: 'Mix in bufferswitch' and 'Triple buffer' may improve performance with
some ASIO drivers. ASIO/Primary Sound: Revised 'Playback tracking' options to help with alignment of
visual & recorded events where soundcard problems exist. 

Autosave / Autobackup - FL Studio can now be set to back up the current project at 5 to 15 minute
intervals. Never lose project data again! 

FL Studio Fruity Edition - Now gains access to Playlist Pattern Clips for unlimited scoring and automation
flexibility. 

Revised Playlist - All new playlist to lay out and structure your songs with ease. 

Piano Roll - A major update to the piano roll for more funtionality. 

Mixer - Larger mixer view & waveform metering - The Mixer View options include 'Wide tracks' and
'Waveforms'. Also fully automatic PDC - The default for new projects, automatic Plugin Delay
Compensation updates the PDC settings when changes are detected. 

New Plugins - New Tone & Pitcher are brand new vocal plugins that help create perfect vocals. 

http://www.504productions.com/store/fl_studio.php
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